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INTRODUCT ION

A stratigraphic core hole known as ERDA No. 9 was drilled at the

approximate center of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) site

located east of Carlsbad, New Mexico. The hole was continuously

cored from 1090 to 2887 feet, the total depth of the hole. A

suite of 20 wireline geophysical logs were made under open hole

conditions over the cored interval. Recording in the field was

by analog strip charts. The records were subsequently digitized

at 0.5 foot intervals with the data placed on magnetic tape.

A simple computer program was devised to interpret rock type and

calculate elastic properties based on the digital data. All of

the data is available in convenient digital form, and addition-

al computer-assisted analysis is now possible to describe the

detailed stratigraphy of the evaporites penetrated in ERDA

No. 9. The analysis performed thus far is in excellent agree-

ment with physical examination of the core. The main advantage

of correlating the wireline geophysical logs with core is to

provide a better basis for using wireline logs to describe rock

conditions either in future holes drilled by the simpler rotary

method or where core has been lost in cored holes.
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ating the field logging operations. Mr. Earl Cunningham,
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OUTLINE OF DRILLING OPERATIONS

Drilling operations commenced on ERDA No. 9 on April 28 and

were completed on June 26, 1976. A 15-inch diameter hole

was drilled by conventional rotary methods from the surface

to 1046 feet at which point 10-3/4 inch casing was stood

and cemented to the surface. The hole was then cleaned and

deepened to 1090 feet. Continuous coring operations then

deepened the hole to 2876 feet. The coring bit created a

7-3/4 inch hole and recovered 4-1/4 inch core. The hole

was then reamed to 9-7/8 inch diameter and slightly deepened

to a total depth of 2887 feet. Wireline logging was accom-

plished after the hole was enlarged.

All drilling below 1090 feet was done using an inverted emul-

sion drilling fluid. The initial composition of the drilling
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fluid was as follows:

89% Diesel oil
9% Water
1% Emulsifying agent (EZMUL)
1% Gelling agent (Geltone)

The diesel-based drilling fluid had a very high electrical

resistivity. The fluid gradually became enriched in water

during the drilling operation due to inadvertent dilution

by washing the drilling rig floor with water. The diesel

based drilling fluid was used because of its low density

(about 8 lbs/gal) which was desirable from the standpoint

of detecting formation fluid entry into the hole during

drilling.

LIST OF WIRELINE GEOPHYSICAL LOGS

A suite of 20 different wireline geophysical logs were run

from the bottom of the casing (1046 ft.) to total depth

(2887 ft.), see Table 1.*

Four of the logs ("Sonan", diplog, temperature and "Seisviewer")

will not be described in the text that follows. The "Sonan"

was a simple noise detector (microphone) used to determine if

any fluids were entering into the hole from the formation. No

such entries were noted. The diplog was a multi-arm resistivity

type tool used to detect steeply dipping beds. The core has

revealed that beds were all flat lying. The temperature log,

while useful for other purposes, is not benefical to inter-

pretation of lithology. The Seisviewer is a high resolution

sonar device used to scan the walls of the hole to determine
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bedding and fracture orientation. The mud system contained

suspended particulates which dampened the sonar signal prevent-

ing successful mapping of the surface of the hole.

COMMON OPERATING INFORMATION

All wireline geophysical logs were run by the Atlas Division

of Dresser Industries. Hoisting and recording was done by

their Hoist Truck No. 6136. Logging operations took place

during the period of June 5-8, 1976. ERDA No. 9 is located

267 feet from the south line and 177 feet from east line of

Section 20, Township 22 South, Range 31 East, New Mexico

Principal Merdian. All wireline depths were measured from

the Kelly bushing of the rotary drilling rig. The elevation

of the Kelly bushing was surveyed in at 3426.25 feet above

sea level. This was the elevation listed on the headings

of the final prints wireline logs.

A subsequent high precision survey has determined that the

original benchmark used to determine the elevation of the

Kelly bushing was in error. The corrected Kelly bushing

elevation is 3420.41 feet above sea level.

DEPTH CONTROL

Modern wireline logging cable is fairly stable in length and

needs only to be corrected for cable tension which is a func-

tion of logging tool weight and the length of cable spooled

*All tables are located at the end of the text.
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from the hoisting drum. A rule of thumb is that logging depth

is accurate . o within 1 foot per 1000 feet of depth. In our

case, 20 separate logging runs were made. While there was

reasonable agreement as to depth between the various Logs,

minor corrections needed to be made to equilibrate the 'ogs

to one common depth. The acoustic velocity loc was used

as the base log for depths, see Table 2. The adjustment was

determined by detailed examination of the digital records

for the bottoms of four thin anhydrite-polyhalite beds called

marker beds (MB). These beds were used: MB 116 (1356 ft.),

MB 127 (1770 ft.), MB 135 (2006 ft.) and MB 139 (2180 ft.).

Core depths were marked at one foot intervals based on the

drillers record of depths for each core run. These depths

are approximate for two reasons. First, drilling depth was

determined by a drilling rate device known by the trade name

"Geolograph". Periodically the depth of the Geolograph was

corrected by tally of the drill pipe. Secondly, the recovered

core was consecutively marked from the top of each run to the

bottom. This is the only practical method of marking core in

the field, but it does not take into account lost core. Later

comparison of core depths versus logging depths indicated con-

siderable error. Fortunately, the core and its depth markings

were carefully photographed. The photos provided an easy and

diLect method of correcting core depth back to the reference

depth (acoustic log). The U. S. Geological Survey has care-

fully logged the core and have correlated their descriptive

logs to the compensated neutron log (Jones, 1980).
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DESCRIPTION OF WIRELINE LOGS

If the reader is not familiar with wireline logging techniques,

he may wish to review the service manuals of Dresser Atlas,

see references, or any equivalent type manuals available from

other logging service companies.

A brief description of each log and a copy of a portion of the

strip chart showing the data recorded is given in the following

sections. It is important to remember that geophysical logging

relies on electronic transducers and radiation devices that

simply measure change in response as the logging tool is raised

up the borehole. Quantification of the signal relative to

actual rock properties requires calibration in known rock

types. For example, the neutron log is a simple system

whereby the formation is bombarded with neutrons at one

point and the backscatter of neutrons is then detected at

another point. The backscatter of neutrons depends on a

variety of conditions such as diameter of the hole, type

of drilling fluid, elemental composition of the formation,

energy level of the neutron source and the energy level at

which backscattered neutrons are monitored. Quantification

of the neutron log to a rock property such as porosity re-

quires compensating for each of these factors. Fortunately,

wireline logging is a mature science and most sensor systems

compensate for most of the factors so that the recorded sig-

nal can be directly correlated to the physical and chemical

properties. One drawback exists with commercial logging

today, and that is that the sensor systems are tailored to
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work in shales, sandstones and carbonates but not in evapor-

ites. The reason is that modern wireline geophysics finds

its greatest application in diagnostic determinations of

reservoir rocks in oil and gas wells.

Acoustic Velocity Log (Figure )*

Purpose Determine the elastic speed of sound in the forma-

tion. The sound speed is determined in a direction parallel

to the drill hole; therefore, the term velocity was applicable

to this measurement. The measurements were made with a sen-

sor system which largely compensated for tool alignment, a

fluid filled hole, and spurious travel paths of the acoustic

signals. The "first arrival" pulse is measured as represent-

ing the primary, P, wave.

Method Of Operation The sensor system consists of a pair of

acoustic signal sources (transmitters) and detectors (receivers).

Commencing at the top and proceeding downward the transmitters

and receivers are arranged: Transmitter No. 1, Receiver No. 1,

Receiver No. 2, Transmitter No. 2. The tool used had the

following spacings: Transmitter No. 1 to Receiver No. 1, 4

feet; Receiver No. 1 to Receiver No. 2, 2 feet; Receiver No. 2

to Transmitter No. 2, 4 feet.

The system is operated sequentially. Transmitter No. 1 emits

a signal which is received at both Receivers Nos. 1 and 2.

Then a signal is sent from Transmitter No. 2 which is received

*All Figures are located at the end of the text.
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by Receivers Nos. 2 and 1. The electronic package contained

within the tool is so designed as to measure and then average

the difference in arrival times at the receivers. This results

in determining the average transient time between the distance

from Receivers No. 1 and 2 which was 2 feet.

The differencing and averaging is done to minimize the effects

of hole size, eccentricity and inclination of the tool relative

to the hole, and transient time through borehole fluids. For

this reason the measurement is termed a "borehole compensated"

acoustic velocity log. It is important to remember that the

measurement was made in a direction parallel to the drill

hole, i.e., perpendicular to the bedding.

Equipment and Operating Data

Tool Model No. 1603
Tool Serial No. 31036
Speed Logged, ft per min. 40 (recorded)
Companion Tools Gamma Ray

Caliper

Data Presentation (Scales)

Specific Acoustic Time 3 micsec per ft per chart div
Gamma Ray 10 API units per chart div
Caliper 1 inch per chart div
Integrated Time 1 milsec per "pip"

Variable Density Acoustic Log (Figure 2)

Purpose. A backup tool to the standard borehole acoustic

velocity tool. The first arrival P wave was recorded in

the normal fashion. In addition, the entire arrival wave

train was monitored for 1200 microseconds after each pulse
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so as to observe the first and other arrivals and their

eqiuencies.

'VUtcd f .c- n. The sensor system is identical to

the compensated borehole acoustic velocity tool. The

.pnsated" transient t ime for the prima ry wave was re-

c rded by the standard method. In addition, the entire

signal wave train was monitored for 1200 microseconds

after each pulse of the transmitter. The wave train was

displayed on an oscilloscope modified to illuminate posi-

tive amplitudes and eliminate negative amplitudes. This trace

was then continuously recorded as the tool was raised up the

hole. The total wave train display is not compensated. It

represents the pulse from the top transmitter to the first

receiver.

Equipment and Operating Data

Tool Model No. 1608
Tool Serial No. 31037
Speed Logged, ft. per min. 40 (recorded)
Companion Tools Gamma Ray

Caliper

Data Presentation (Scales)

P Wave Travel Time 6 micsec per ft per chart div
VDL 100 "t" o" "i"o "

Gamma Ray 10 API units per chart div
Caliper 1 inch per chart div

Density Log (Figure 3)

Purpose. Measure the density (specific gravity) of the for-

mations penetrated.
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Method of Operation. Formation density is determined by mea-

suring the absorption of gamma rays. A gamma source and two

Geiger-Mueller detectors are housed in a metal shoe that is

kept in contact with the side of the hole during logging. The

gamma ray source is spaced 8 inches from the first detector

and 18 inches from the second detector. Compensation for hole

size and rugosity of the walls is accomplished by monitoring

both detectors. Correction of the density is then accomplish-

ed from emperical formula based on knowledge of the elemental

composition of the formation. Industrial logging companies

base compensation corrections on either limestone or sandstone

rock types. No modification of the tool was made to accommo-

date for evaporite minerals. However, the "log" densities for

evaporite minerals correlate reasonably well with actual densi-

ties. The log density for rock salt is lower than actual by

about 6 percent. The difference is trivial for anhydrite and

polyhalite. The gamma ray emitting source was Cesium 137 with

an activity of 2 curies.

During logging five parameters were monitored: Count rate

meter for short space (8 in.), count rate meter for long space

(18 in.), correction (compensation) factor, borehole diameter,

and compensated density based on a limestone matrix.
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Equipment and Operatinjg Data

Tool Model No.
Tool Serial No.
Tool Position
Source Model No.
Source Serial No.
Speed Logged, ft. per min.
Companion Logs

Data Presentation (Scales)

Density (Limestone)
Short Spaced Count Rate
Long Spaced Count Rate
Density Correction

2207
24715
In contact with wall
S3T20
425
35 (recorded)
Gamma Ray
Caliper

0.05 g/cc per chart div.
No scale
No scale
0.1 per chart div.

Neutron Log (Figure 4)

Purpose. Measure the presence of hydrogen, either as a consti-

tuent element of a fluid or of solid minerals.

Method of Operation. The formation is bombarded with fast

neutrons from an americium-beryllium source. The resultant

neutron energy decay is monitored by measuring the flux of

thermal neutrons that persist after penetrating through the

formation from the source to the detector. Hydrogen nuclei

are the major source of energy loss of neutrons emitted from

the americium-beryllium source. Therefore, low radiation

reception by the detector indicates high hydrogen content

of the formation. The detector used was sensitive to only

thermal neutrons. The americium-beryllium source had 20

curies activity resulting in an emission rate of 107 neu-

trons per second having an average energy of 4.5 Mev.
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The tool consisted of a single source and two detectors.

The spacing was 8 inches from the source to first detector

and 18 inches from the source to the second detec or. The

tool was run centralized within the hole. The close detec-

tor is used to detect "skin" damage or mud cake. The far

detector is used to determine hydrogen content of the forma-

tion. The porosity (hydrogen content) is calculated based

on corrections which take into account skin and mudcake as

determined by the close detector and assuming the porosity

of the actual formation consists of water-filled pores in

a limestone matrix.

Operating Data and Equipment

Tool Model No.
Tool Serial No.
Tool Position
Source Model No.
Serial No.
Date Logged
Speed Logged, ft. per. min.
Companion Log

Data Presentation (Scales)

Limestone Porosity
Short Spaced Count Rate
Long Spaced Count Rate
Gamma Ray

2413
30319
Centralized
S17S20SL
34354
6-6-76
35 (recorded)
Gamma Ray

2% per chart div.
No scale
No scale
10 API per chart div,

Sidewall Neutron (Figure 5)

Purpose. Measure the presence of hydrogen, either as a m-

stituent element of a fluid or solid minerals. The tool used

was a "sidewall" type run in contact with walls of the hole.

The measurements were a backup to the normal neutron log where

the tool was centralized in the hole.
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M.ethodof Opera tion. See the previous description of the neu-

t:ron loq for . e fundamentals of neutron logging. The sidewall

neutron ng on;ly differs in that the neutron source and scin-

tillation 4 et>cors are run so as to be in .oristant contact

wi'tY The wall of the hole. The tool also differs from the con-

Ftiol neeron log in that, the detectors sense the arrival

of epithermal rather than thermal neutrons.

Equipment and Operating Data

Tool Model No. 2407
Tool Serial No. 24642
Tool Position Contact with wall
Speed Logged, ft. per min. 35 (recorded)
Companion Tools Gamma Ray

Caliper

DatePresentation (Scales)

Neutron Radiation 130 API per chart div
Limestone Porosity 2% per chart div
Gamma Ray 10 API per chart div
Caliper 1 inch per chart div

Spectral Gamma Ray Log (Figure 6)

Purpose. Measure natural gamma ray emissions which are

indicative of potassium, uranium and thorium. These measure-

ments were useful in determining clay content, mineralogy,

rrd correlation. The potassium measurement was quite helpful

in quantifying potassium mineralization.

Method of Operation. Measurement of natural radiation was

done by scintillation counting using a sodium iodide crystal

detector. The crystal was 2 inches in diameter and 12 inches
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long. Three energy gates were used to detect decay products

representative of three elements:

Element Radioactive Element Energy Gate (MEV)

Potassium K 40 1.28-1.60
Uranium Bi 214 1.60-1.92
Thorium Tl 208 2.42-2.89
Total All All

Eq uipment and Operating Data

Tool Model No. 2703
Detector Model No. D762
Speed Logged, ft per min 10

Data Presentation (Scales)

Total counts 3000 cpm per chart div.
Potassium 1.32% K per chart div.
Uranium 13 ppm per chart div.
Thorium 34 ppm per chart div.

Dual Induction Focused Lo_ (Figure 7)

Purpose. Measure the electrical resistivity of the formation.

The spacing of the sensors allowed measurement of resistivity

at "deep" and "medium" penetrations into the well of the hole.

However, the high resistivity of the inverted emulsion drilling

fluid prevented measurement of the shallow resistivity.

Method of Operation. The tool contained three magnetic induc-

tion coils which impressed a pulsating magnetic field on the

formation. A total of 6 receiving coils were located at various

spacings from the three inducing coils. The intention is to

measure formation resistivity at three depths into the forma-

tion: Shallow focused log, medium induction and deep induction.
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The basic application of these three measurements is to deter-

mine the degree to which drilling fluid has invaded the forma-

tion. In our case, this was meaningless because the evaporties

have extremely low permeability and high natural resistivities,

and the drilling fluid was a dielectric (diesel oil emulsion).

The shallow detection system was nullified by the dielectric

drilling fluid. The medium and deep detectors probably effec-

tively measured the resistivity of the formation; however,

absolute resistivities of thin beds were obscured by the

thicker beds. It is probable that thin mudstone beds have

much lower resistivities than the logs indicate. In addi-

tion, very thin lenses may have gone undetected if they

were encapsulated in thick masses of rock salt.

The high resistivity of the drilling fluid nullified the

measurement of self potential.

Equipment and Operating Data

Tool Model No. 1502-P
Tool Serial No. 26188
Tool Position 1-1/2 in. stand off
Speed Logged, ft. per min. 50 (recorded)
Companion Log Self Potential

Data Presentation (Scales)

Resistivities, 4 cycle
logarithmic 0.2-2000 ohm-meters

Self Potential 5 millivolt per chart div.
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Micro--Lateralog (Figure 8)

Purpose. Measure the electrical resistivity of the formation.

In particular to measure the resistivity in the iedi:

proximity of the borehole. ERDA No. 9 was drilled with di-

electric (invert emulsion) drilling fluid. Therefore, the

usefulness of this type of borehole measurement is dobt'ui

other than proving that saline (conductive) fluid bearing

beds were not present within the evaporite sequence drilled.

Method of Operation. The tool is a pad type of device that

is run in contact with the side of the hole. The signals

are sensitive to the rugosity of the hole, frequently giving

a false (too low) resistivity if the tool is not in direct

contact with the wall of the hole. Current is applied to

the formation from a single down hole electrode. The resis-

tivity of the formation is then estimated by measuring the

potential drop from that electrode to a second electrode

located at a remote distance up the logging cable. The

current transmitted into the formation was "focused" by use

of two electrodes placed immediately above and below the

current electrode. The objective is to direct the current

into the formation rather than axially up the side of the

hole. The work "lateralog" is customarily used for this

focusing mechanism because it assumes that most of the cur-

rent passes laterally away from the borehole. The word

"micro" implies that the current is focused over a short

vertical distance, approximately 2 inches for the tool we

used.
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Equipment and Operating Data

ToOl ur 0 .. No. 1211
Tool eria] No. 27052
Tool Pos Ai.on Contact with wall
3pee .Lc ; -; ft. per min. 50 (recorded)
CJompaniOn Log Cal iper

Data Presentation (Scales)

Resistivity, 4 cycle
logarithmic 0.1-2000 ohm-meters

Caliper 1 in. per chart div.

Neutron Activation Logs (Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12)

Purpose. Quantify elemental composition of the formations

to assist in determining the mineralogy.

Method of Operation. Dresser Atlas used a pulsed neutron

generator of their own patented design. The average pulse

is about 20 microseconds in duration and emits in the order

of 108 neutrons per second. The average energy of the neu-

trons was 14.2 mev. The principal of operation was to

pulse the formation for a specific time and then measure

induced radiation immediately and at specific intervals

after the source is turned off. The system was run under

several modes during the logging of ERDA No. 9.

Inelastic Neutron Log

Duration of Burst . . . . . . . . . 1000 microseconds

Detector Delay On Energy Gate

No. 1 10 50 mic sec All >2.2 Mev
No. 2 650 300 mic sec All > 2.2 Mev
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Cyclic Activation Log

Duration of Burst . ... ..... 50,000 microseconds

1500 mic sec
"1
"t

On

35,000 mic sec
"

"

EnergyGate

1.63-1.72 Mev
1.53-1.62 Mev
4.92-6.21 Mev

Siticon-Calcium Log

Duration of Burst . . . . . . . . . . 1000 microseconds

300 mic sec
"t

On

600 mic sec
I"

Energy Gate

2.35-5.08 Mev
5.08-6.44 Mev

Neutron Lifetime Log

Duration of Burst . .

Gate Delay

1 350 mic sec
2 650 " "I
SS 100 " "i
LS 100 " "i

Tool Model No.
Detector Model No.
Speed Logged, ft/min.

. . . . . . . NA

On

300 mic
300 "f
200 "f
900 "t

INEL

2705
D6G9

34

Data Presentation (Scales)

Inelastic Neutron Log

Monitor
Gate 1, Inelastic Neutron
Gate 2, SS

sec
"'

"3

"

CYCLIC

2708
D7G

17

All > 2.2 Mev
All > 2.2 Mev
NA
NA

Si/Ca NLL

2708
D6G9

23

2705
D7Gl

19

12,000 cpm per chart div.
3,000 " "1 "i "

333 3" "i 3" "3
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1 (Na)
2 (Mg)
3 (0)

Gate

1 (Si)
2 (Ca)

Equipment and Operating Data



Cyclic Activation

Gate 1, Na
Gate 2, Mg
Gate 3, 0

Silicon-Calcium Log

Total Counts, Si + Ca
Gate 1, Si
Gate 2, Ca

Neutron Lifetime Log

Monitor
Gate 1
Gate 2
Short Spaced Count Rate
Long Spaced Count Rate
Sigma (calculated)
Ratio (calculated)

1,000 cpm per chart div.
500 "

3,000 " " "

1,500 cpm per chart div.
5,000 " " "f "

5,000 ,", "

12,000
2,000

333
15,000

5,000
2

0.5

cpm
"

"

'3

"

10500 G
Sigma= Delta T x Log1 0

Short spaced count rate
Ratio = o

Long spaced count rate

per
"

"

"

"'

"

"

chart
"

"

"

"

"

"'

div.
"3

"3

"I

"'

"'

"I

Delta T = 300

Sidewall Acoustic Log (Figure 13)

Purpose. Measure the travel time of the primary, P, and

shear, S, waves over a known distance. The travel times

are the reciprocal of velocity.

Method of Operation. The sensing system was "side wall",

i.e. displaced against the wall of the hole. An acoustic

signal was generated by electric pulses into a barium

titanate crystal. The detector was also a similar crystal
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but used in the opposite mode, i.e., the arrival of an

acoustic signal generated an electrical puls, .

A single source was used in conjunction with tw dtc orm:

The detectors were spaced at 9 and 15 inches respective

from the source. The travel time for each detector as re-

ceived, but only the difference in the times was recorded.

Therefore, the difference in time represented the travel

time over the distance between the two detectors, 3 inches.

This configuration of source and detectors plus method of

recording resulted in minimization of travel paths. The

word "compensated" can be used to describe this arrangement

of source and detectors. The electronic signals were gated

to receive the first arrival (P wave) and the large amplitude

wave thought to be the shear wave.

Equipment and Operating Data

Tool Model No. 3404
Serial No. NA
Tool Position Contact with wall
Speed Logged, ft. per min. 38 (recorded)
Companion Log Caliper

Data Presentation (Scales)

Acoustic (P Wave) 3 mic.sec/ft. per scale div.
Acoustic (S Wave) 3 mic.sec/ft. per scale div.
Caliper 1 in. per scale div.

Variable Density Sidewall Acoustic Log (Figure 14)

Purpose. To measure the acoustic signal arrival times from

the time of pulse until 500 microseconds thereafter. The



arrival signals depict the normal first arrival of P wave,

plus additional arrivals including the Raleigh and shear

waves. The recording was done so that the first arrival

of the P wave was suppressed and only the shear waves were

recorded.

Method of Operation. The sensor system was the same as used

for the Sidewall Acoustic Log. The signals at each receiver

were recorded from the instant of the pulse until 500 micro-

seconds thereafter. The recorders were adjusted so as to

suppress the smaller amplitudes of the P waves. The later

arriving waves were displayed on oscilloscopes for each de-

tector and modified to illuminate positive amplitudes and

eliminate negative amplitudes.

Equipment and Operating Data

Tool Model No. 3404
Tool Position Against wall
Companion Tools None

Data Presentation (Scales)

Rl, 9 inches 50 mic.sec. per cm
R2, 15 inches 50 mic.sec. per cm

DATA QUALITY AND SUMMARY OF INTERPRETATION OF LOGS

Acoustic Log

The acoustic log is of excellent quality. Resolution of

bed thickness is in the order of 2 feet; however, even

thinner beds are shown when the velocity contrast was sig-
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nificant. The acoustic log along with the accompanying

gamma ray curve provided one of the best records for inter-

preting the lithology of the evaporites. In particular,

the log was of the most use in recognizing the position,

thickness and character of marker beds. In addition, the

log was useful in estimating the uniformity of rock salt

units that would be candidate mining horizons for waste

disposal.

Rock salt beds above MB 136 (2060 ft.) are seldom thicker

than 10 feet. The normal partings between these beds is

low velocity material having specific acoustic times greater

than 80 microsecoaids per foot. These low velocity partings

are interpreted to contain considerable mudstone because

they normally reveal slightly higher natural gamma radiation

than rock salt, and the neutron logs indicate the presence

of hydrogen.

Density Log

The density log is of good quality. The only shortcoming

was the trace of the compensated density of the strip log.

Thin beds of high density material (anhydrite and polyhalite)

caused rapid change in the recording mechanism causing the

trace to be difficult to follow on prints of the record.

The log densities compare very well with the expected den-

sities of the rock types known to be present by correlation

with the cores.
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Spectral Gamma Ray Log

The spectral gamma ray log was of excellent quality. As

expected the log gives proof that most of the natural gamma

ray activity in the formations are due to the radioactive

isotope K-40 rather than daughter products from uranium or

thorium. Through oversight on the part of the author the

uranium and thorium channels were recorded with low gain

settings. If the gain settings on those two channels were

increased it may have been possible to quantify presence

of silt debris admixed into the rock salt beds.

However, the uranium and thorium channels did reveal minor

kicks in the vicinity of the following depths: 1365 (Vaca

Triste), 2018 (Stray), 2249 (base of MB 140), 2391 (below

MB 142), 2439 (above MB 143) and 2558 (base of Cowden).

In each of these cases the lithologic description of the

core indicates the presence of siltstone and/or mudstone.

Halite units above MB 134 appear to contain slightly more

potassium than those below. The contrast is rather subtle,

changing from a mean of about 1% potassium for those above

MB 134 to 0.5% or less for those below. The frequency of

polyhalite units diminishes gradually from the top of the

Salado to MB 134. The deepest strong K-40 kick was at MB

141. The signatures of the several traces lose all character

below MB 143 and no distinction between halite and anhydrite

is possible below that depth. The only feature identifiable
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is the slight radiation (mostly thorium) associated with the

base of the Cowden Member.

Gamma Ray Logs

A standard gamma ray sensor was run as a companion tool to

the following logs: Density, acoustic, compensated neutron

and variable density acoustic. There was excellent agreement

not only between separate runs of this sensor but with the

spectral gamma ray log. Correlation with other logs is the

basic use of the standard gamma ray tool. However, selection

of intervals of pure halite made use of only the spectral

gamma log because the scintillation devices are more sophis-

ticated and better calibrated.

Compensated Neutron Log

The tool we used was designed to directly calculate porosity

of the formation based on compensation for hole size and

rock matrix. Porosity was calculated under the assumption of

a limestone matrix. The calculated porosities for rock salt

typically are negative. This erroneous calculation results

from the high chlorine content of salt. Chlorine has a very

high nuclear cross-section which absorbes most of the neutrons

after only a short distance of travel into the formation.

The neutron log is particularly valuable for distinguishing

anhydrite and hydrous potash minerals such as polyhalite.

This being the case, the log reveals the presence of all

formally defined marker beds plus numerous "strays". The

deepest polyhalite bed noted was a stray lense at 2439 feet.
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Sidewall Neutron Log

The sidewall neutron log is somewhat more sensitive to changes

in lithology than the standard neutron log because it was run

in contact with the walls of the hole and the spacing between

the neutron source and detectors is shorter. The greater

resolution of the sidewall device is apparent from compari-

son of the two logs.

Calculated porosities for relatively pure rock salt from the

sidewall neutron range near 1% using the compensation for a

limestone matrix.

Inelastic Neutron Log

The inelastic neutron log is simply a measure of the popula-

tion of neutrons having energies of 2.2 Mev remaining a short

time after initial bombardment from the neutron source. A

scan of the log revealed that rock salt had an inelastic neu-

tron count rate of a least 51000 counts per minute (CPM).

In contrast polyhalite, anhydrite and mudstones had much lower

count rates, ranging from 27000 to 45000 CPM. All marker

beds are readily evident on the log except for MB 137 at 2074

ft. That bed consists of 0.5 feet of polyhalite, halite and

anhydrite.

Cyclic Activation Log

The cyclic activation log measured the energies of gamma rays

emitted due to neutron capture. Of the three energy gates

recorded, the one representing oxygen (4.92 to 6.21 Mev) was
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the most indicative for defining rock salt. Any presence of

oxygen, as sulfate, carbonate or in hydrated molecules, gave

a higher count rate. A scan of the log indicated that a count

rate of less than 10000 CPM was typical for rock salt. All

count rates significantly higher than 10000 were due to the

presence of anhydrite, polyhalite or water bearing mudstone.

Silicon-Calcium Log

This log is only partially successful in identifying the

marker bed horizons. This is in contrast to the neutron,

acoustic and cyclic activation logs. The calcium-silicon

log revealed no obvious responses for these horizons: Vaca

Triste, MB 116, M3 120, MB 121, MB 127, MB 130, MB 131,

MB 132, MB 133, MB 135, MB 137, MB 138 and MB 139. The

log was successful in demarcating the Cowden Anhydrite

Member, but it failed to fully recognize an anhydrite

seam 0.5 feet thick located at 2619 feet. Bed thickness

cannot fully account for the lack of response of the log

because MB 134, containing mostly anhydrite over a thick-

ness of 12.6 feet, does not respond as strongly as MB 143

which contains only 5.9 of such material. It did recognize

a similar anhydrite seam 2 feet thick at 2599. Other con-

trasts in response were noted, e.g., the log did not re-

spond to MB 127 which consists of 1.4 feet of polyhalite,

but it gave a sharp signal for MB 129 which contained 1.9

feet of similar polyhalite. These variances in response

are not fully understood, but they could reflect chemical

contrasts not recognized at this time.
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Neutron Lifetime Log

This log measures neutron capture gamma ray with energies

above 2.2 Mev after 350 and 650 microsecond delays. These

two measurements are then used to calculate the macroscopic

cross-section, Sigma, of the combination of elements compos-

ing the formation. The unit of measurement is 10-3 cm-1

equivalent to 1021 Barns cm-3 . Halite has a high cross-

section, 714 Sigma units. By comparison, the cross-section

of the anhydrite is only 12.3 Sigma units. Practical values

for rock salt are 45 or greater Sigma units versus 20 for

anhydrite for the logging system we used.

The neutron lifetime log correlates well with other logs by

revealing the position of the various marker beds. The plot

of the macroscopic nuclear cross-section, Sigma, is quite

sensitive to changes for high cross-section atoms. This is

due to the large difference in the count rates for the two

time gates. Gate Number One had a typical count rate of 3000

CPM, whereas Gate Number Two had a count rate of only 100

CPM. Slight changes in Gate Number Two had great effect on

the computation of the Sigma value.

Dual Induction4Log

The short focused log was inoperative due to the high

resistivity of the drilling fluid. The deep and medium in-

duction resistivity measurements were adequately recorded.

Typically marker beds were readily shown as zones of low
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resistivity whereas rock salt had extremely high resistivity,

commonly exceeding 1000 ohm-meters. On the other hand,

anhydrite seldom reached 500 ohm-meters and polyhalite beds

were less than 100 ohm-meters.

Sidewall Acoustic Log

The sidewall acoustic log had greater bed resolution than

normal acoustic log. Marker beds were well defined on the

log, but at these interfaces false signals were common.

The false signals were due to erroneous detection of re-

flected waves rather than the true first arrivals. This

was particularly a problem on recording of the shear wave.

The discrimination of shear waves from Rayleigh (tube) waves

is difficult. Furthermore, we admit that some controversy

exists among log analysts as to the possibility of detecting

shear waves given the constraint of a deep fluid-filled drill

hole. However, the logging tool we used had a source cap-

able of producing high frequencies, and it was run in close

contact with the wall which imparted more of a plane wave

rather than a spherical front typical of a borehole centered

tool. These two factors plus the short spacing from the

source to the detectors gave us confidence that we were

able to measure the transient times of shear waves. Lab-

oratory testing of the logging tool in limestone, granite

and chalk has shown good agreement between the measured

and calculated values for shear waves. The validity of
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our field determinations of shear velocity await laboratory

testing of the cores.

The reco-ds are of value in detecting thin beds of anhydrite

and mudstone. The velocity measurements are thought to be

valid when the signal reception was good.

DATA FILES

Three sets of basic data concerning the subsurface findings

are available at ERDA No. 9. One set consists of the wire-

line geophysical records while the other two sets consist

of data obtained from physical examination (along with photo-

graphy) of the core and the chemical analysis of cuttings

collected at 10 foot intervals during the core drilling.

Wireline Geophysical Log Data Files

Data was recorded on strip charts in the field. Subsequently,

Dresser Atlas digitized these records at 0.5 feet intervals.

Quite often the field strip charts contained more information

than was digitized. For example, seven channels of informa-

tion were recorded on the Neutron Lifetime Log; however, we

digitized only the Sigma data channel which is the significant

parameter. In addition, some logs were run through the upper

cased portion of the hole (surface to 1046 feet). In such

cases the significant parameters were digitized for the entire

length of log records. The digital data is stored on three

separate tapes known as Dresser Altas No. 017483, 017484

and 018516. The essential heading information, format and
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an example of data are given fog each of the tapes ..n Tablasc

3, 4 and 5.

Core Photoruap9 File

All core recovered from ERDA No. 9 was continuously photo-

graphed at approximately 3 foot intervals. The photog::apV

were taken in color. Each photograph was serialized with an

identifying 3 digit numeral. In addition, the photographs

recorded the "as drilled" depth markings on the core. These

color photographs provide a means to correlate the as drilled

depth of various marker horizons with the signatures on the

logs. Although the procedure was done manually it lead to

the assignment of the appropriate core photograph number and

core depth mark for each of the log depth intervals.

Geochemical Data File

Composite samples of cuttings that accompanied the core

drilling were collected at 10 foot intervals from 1090 to the

total depth of the hole. A depth correction is needed to

correlate these sample depths with logging depths. This can

be accomplished only be referencing the cutting sample depth

to the equivalent cored interval depth. Chemical analysis

were done by Martin Water Laboratory, Monahans, Texas.

Eighteen elements were analyzed by Martin with the determina--

tions being reported in parts per million. The analyi

reports were consolidated on a single magnetic tape. An

example of the data is presented in Table 6.
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Core LithologicDescriptions

A Leam of U. S :eological Survey personnel examined the core

in considerable detail. A report of their description of the

<:.) has Leen published, see Jones (1980). iht maaratives

have not been transferred into a format compatible with computer

processing. Nonetheless, these descriptions are invaluable

to geophysical log interpretation. In essence, the final word

comes from the USGS records because of the old rule that seeing

is believing. The only exception to the rule is where no

core was recovered. While core recovery was excellent it must

be remembered that a total of 57.7 feet was lost in the interval

1090 to 2887 feet, either through normal operations or due to

deliberate rotary operations occasionally need(.d to ream or

clean the hole.

Common Data File

A common data file was formed so as to incorporate the three

Dresser Atlas tapes of wireline geophysical data along with

the core depth markings, photograph numbers and geochemical.

analysis of samples of cuttings. Depth corrections were made

so as to adjust all data sets to a common depth reference

system. The depth reference chosen was depth as recorded on

the acoustic log. One exception exists to this common depth

ifierence system: Geochemical analysis of cuttings were not

changed from the "as drilled" depth markings.

Computer printout is normally limited to 80 characters per

line. The numerical data well exceeded this limit. In order
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to present the data on a single line all values were reduced

to no more than three significant figures regardless of the

magnitude of the numbers. For example, a count rate of

18650.63 for oxygen on the cyclic activation log was posted

as 186 whereas a reading of 0.3% potassium from the spectral

gamma log was posted as 3. The purpose of this was to allow

rapid scanning of data trends for each of the 27 columns

of information given in the composite data file.

Four elastic properties were calculated from the depth

corrected measurements for the P wave, S wave and density

using the standard constitutive equations for elastic

properties. Depth corrections slightly fluctuate over the

entire length of the hole for any one log. Therefore, these

calculated parameters scatter over a wider range of values

than is thought to exist. This is particularly true at

interfaces between beds of contrasting properties.

The geochemical data file of analytical results of 19 ele-

ments was reduced to three simple ratios: Na/Ca, Cl/SO4 ,

and (K+Mg)/SO4 . It was felt that these simple ratios were

the most sensitive to changes of the anhydrite, halite and

polyhalite lithologies present under the WIPP site.

Examples of the data set for the composite file are given

on Plates 2 and 3.
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EXAMPLES OF USE OF WIRELINE LOGS TO CHARACTERIZE

THE LITHOLOGY OF THE UNCASED PORTION OF ERDA NO. 9

Correlation and horizon selection is made easy once a com-

plete and depth corrected data file has been compiled.

While the data is somewhat formidable (a matrix of 27 x 5774

of 3 digit numbers) the programming steps are simple algebraic

manipulations that require very little computer time. For

example, computing elastic moduli and predicting rock type

from 4 other parameters required only one minute of processing

time on Sandia's Control Data 6600 computer.

Interpretation of Lithology

Previous experience along with correlation of the ERDA No. 9

cores against the logs for that hole have resulted in recogni-

tion of certain values as typical for evaporite minerals,

Table 7. Statistical ranges have not been determined to date

for these values; however, the tapes of digital data available

now provide the basis for doing so. It should be mentioned

that the values are for the thick beds. If bed thickness

is less than the distance between the source and detector,

then the value recorded is a composite of rock types between

the two sensors.

Only a few simple calculations are required to interpret

probable rock type using these ranges of values for logging

data. The simplest method is that of cross plotting process

shown diagramatically in Figures 15 and 16. The first cross
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plot is specific acoustic time versus gamma ray in order

to separate the probable rock type into three classes:

Clay, halite and anhydrite. The next cross plot was the

compensated neutron versus density in order to determine the

presence of polyhalite. If a distinct mineral species could

not be determined by these two simple test procedures it was

simply placed into a catch-all class as unidentified. If

a bed contained properties midway between any two of the

four minerals it was so classified, e.g., halite-anhydrite

would be a bed that contained properties mostly halite but

also some anhydrite. On the other hand, a classification

of anhydrite-halite would represent a bed containing

properties mostly representing anhydrite but some character-

istics of halite.

The lithology as determined from the computer assisted cross

plots was presented by use of standard characters of the

output printer. The symbolization of rock types is given

in Table 8.

Quite frequently, the lithology selected by the computer

errored by calculating a mixed lithology for several feet

of thickness whereas in reality the core lithology had

indicated only a thin seam of one mineral sandwiched between

another. This is the fault of spacing of sensors in loggi.ng

tools. Seldom is the spacing closer than one foot, resulting

in averaging of the properties of the two types of media.

Another fault also lies in logging due to the inability ti
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absolutely correct for depth. Overall adjustment is possible,

but it is riot possiblee to keep continuous alignment of all

parameters to within 0.5 feet (the digitizing interval) for

the entire length of the interval logged,

'7 *mputer generated lithology is shown for two intervals on

IL?.tes 2 and 3. Also shown for comparison is the exact

lithology as determined by the USGS from examination of

the core.

Establishing Criteria For Selecting a HypotheticalMining

Horizon For Heat Generating Waste Disposal

It has been possible to establish ranges of values that

correspond to halite for each of 12 geophysically determined

parameters. The selecting of ranges depended on review of

both the strip log and digital records for those intervals

that are known to mostly contain simple halite. It must be

remembered that pure halite is never present except as a

few crystals contained within other crystals containing some

substituted elements plus liquid inclusions along with

laminae or grains of foreign minerals such as clay, anhydrite

andr polyhalite. For this reason it is probably more appro-

priate to designate halite rich beds as "rock salt" rather

than just halite.

Establishing criteria concerning the range of values for

specific geophysical parameters which are permitted to be

acceptable for classification of rock salt beds is somewhat
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arbitrary. Another non-exact parameter is the thickness of

the interval that would be suitable for mining operations.

Mining heights for the WIPP site range from no less than 10

feet, to as much as 20 feet. Optimum conditions from the

standpoint of design would be that the mining level be

located in the center of an interval that was 3 times the

mined height. If this is not possible, then the design

problem (and hence the accuracy of predicting stability)

becomes more complex. However, with digital data it is

simple to expand or contract the range of individual criteria

by separate computer runs to enhance horizon selection.

Thus far only one set of criteria have been used to process

the data from the suite of geophysical logs to select a

mining level. In this case the selection was made by two

simple criteria: (1) The interval be at least 30 feet thick

and, (2) the unit have properties very close to pure halite.

The range for 12 geophysical properties used to select rock

salt are given in Table 9. In that the criteria place

a delibrate demand for high quality rock salt the selection

is appropriate for heat generating radioactive waste. En-

tirely different criteria would be required to select a

mining horizon for disposal of waste for which dissipation

of heat is not important.

The intervals which meet the criteria of 30 feet minimum

thickness and 12 specific geophysical parameters are

given in Table 10 and are illustrated by the bar graphs on
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Plate 1. An additional parameter is also given on Plate 4

which is called the Preference Index. The index is simply

the number of individual parameters which meet the selection

criteria at any particular depth.

The best interval was from 2623 to 2672, representing a

thickness of 49 feet and had a Preference Index of 12, meaning

that all 12 of the geophysical measurements meet the selec-

tion criteria. Table 11 lists all intervals that had a pre-

ference index of 5 or more.

Plate 2 presents the digital records for the depth interval

2610 to 2676.5 feet which encompasses the 49 foot thick

interval selected as best from the standpoint of geophysical

measurements. The data is in the three interger format

previously described. Also presented is the descriptive

lithology provided by the USGS and a graphic lithologic section

compiled from those records. Note that core was lost from

2652.8 to 2655.1 and 2656.2 to 2658.7 feet. Fortunately,

the geophysical data indicate that only rock salt exists

across these two intervals.

The upper limit of the selected zone consists of a bed of

anhydrite 1.5 feet thick based on examination of the core.

The bed is clearly shown by the geophysical data; however,

the computer predicted lithology indicates a bed of anhydrite-

halite 2.0 feet thick. As has been previously explained

this error is due to the spacing of the sensors of the
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logging tools. Also note that absolute depth correction was

not achieved for the several logs. For example, the

density record reads about 1.0 feet deep for this particular

bed. Such an error compounds itself by leading .o

calculation of false elastic moduli. However, it is

simple operation to make refined depth corrections once a

narrow seam such as the anhydrite lense has been identified.

These minor corrections would enhance the characterization of

all beds in the interval shown on Plate 2.

The lower limit of the selected interval is at 2672 feet.

The data indicates that rock salt of fair quality exists

below that depth. It is only that the quality slightly

degrades below the selected criteria. The Neutron Lifetime

record falls below 400 (indicating a Sigma of less than 40)

at 2672 feet. The core descriptions do not indicate any

significant change at this depth, but it may be that the

rock salt is more contaminated with clay or anhydrite which

would account for a lower macroscopic capture cross-section.

No inference should be made that the interval from 2623 to

2672 feet is the most acceptable horizon for disposing of

heat generating waste. The methodology of selecting the

horizon has been described only to illustrate that geophysical

data derived from the logging operations can enhance the

selection process. Wireline logs are not capable of detecting

thin seams of foreign material or clay partings which may

be of great significance to mining operations. In addition,
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the logging data does riot provide a basis for determining

creep pcOper.t e of rock salt which is an extremely important

parameter in selecting a mining level. Characteristics such

as tIese can only be determined from core, or better yet,

by actual excavation into the medium.

COMPARISON OF THE HYPOTHETIC HIGH LEVEL AND THE PROPOSED

TRANSURANIC (TRU) WASTE DISPOSAL HORIZONS

Current plans for the WIPP call for developing a mining level

at the stratigraphic equivalent in depth of from 2162 to 2174

feet relative to the Kelly bushing depths in the ERDA No. 9

borehole. The purpose of this mining level will be to store

nonheat generating transuranic waste (TRU). The criteria

for selecting this horizon included a desire to remain at

as shallow a depth as possible but under all circumstances

to remain under the McNutt potash bearing horizons. Ideal

mining conditions were of prime concern rather than the

degree rock purity. While wireline geophysical records

assisted in selecting the mining level, more emphasis was

placed on the results of core descriptions. The presence

of clay seams was given a high priority because they

will no doubt be a cause for concern from the standpoint of

gr>ind control. Ideally, the mining level would be in

salt because some experimentation with heat generators

will be undertaken so as to predict behavior of heat

generating radioactive waste in salt.
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Plate 3 presents borehole geophysical data from 2134 to 2200

feet in ERDA No. 9 which spans the zone of interest for the

TRU mining horizon. As with plate 2, the geophysical data

is presented in the three interger format and the descriptive

core lithology and lithologic sections are also shown for

comparison. Marker Bed 139 is readily apparent on the geo-

physical records and corresponds moderately well with the

core description. A thin "seamlet" of polyhalite, described

in the lithology as occurring just above 2188.2 feet, was

also detected. As typical with geophysical logs the seamlet

was given a thickness greater than it actually is, and the

zone identified as a mixture of polyhalite and halite.

The computed lithology failed to recognize a 0.9 foot

thick seam of anhydrite lying just above 2144.8 feet. The

seam was not recognized because the specific acoustic time

failed to drop below 65 microseconds per foot, which was

the key diagnostic test for detecting anhydrite. However,

the seam is readily detectable on the density and oxygen

logs. Once recognized, the signature of the seam is

identifiable on the neutron log but is difficult to

recognize on most of the others. The failure to pick

out the seam is more a fault of the simple mathematical

functions used to define lithology rather than the

sensitivity of the logging tools.

Statistical evaluations were performed on each of 22 log

parameters for both the tentative level selected for heat
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generating waste and the mining level selected for tran-

suranic waste. The results are given in Table 12.

The TR mining horizon contains fair quality rock salt

because the mean values for the properties given in Table

12 do not depart significantly from those of the hypothetical

level selected for heat generating waste. The TRU horizon

has a Preference Index of 4, meaning it satisfied 4 of the

12 criteria established for selecting the heat generating

waste level. If the 30 feet thickness requirement is dropped

to just the mining height (12 feet) then the Preference

Index would increase to 8. The horizon fails only the

two acoustic and the two porosity tests. The departure from

the established ranges for the other criteria are relatively

minor. The essential conclusion is that heater experiments

conducted on the TRU horizon should provide reliable data

for predicting the behavior for deeper horizons that may

be selected for heat generating waste.

Depth of burial may be partially responsible for some of

the differences in geophysical parameters. This may be

particularly true for acoustic wave travel times resulting

in stiffer elastic moduli. Another consideration is that of

the density of the borehole fluid at the time of logging.

The data given on Plates 2 and 3 indicate that the fluid

density ranged from 0.81 to 0.89 for the TRU horizon

while it ranged from 0.86 to 0.94 for the heat generating

level. The higher density for the lower interval indicates
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a higher content of suspended particulates which could account

for slight differences in log response of some tools.

Review of the data leads to several possible conclusions

concerning the difference in rock salt properties between

the TRU and the heat generating waste disposal levels:

* The density of the heat generating horizon is slightly

higher. In addition the oxygen content is higher but the

macroscopic nuclear cross-section is smaller. These three

factors indicate that the horizon may contain slightly more

anhydrite than the rock salt selected for the TRU horizon.

This is in agreement with the core descriptions.

* The TRU horizon contains slightly more potassium. The

rock salt at this horizon contains more potassium minerals

in the rock salt. This is agreement with the core des-

criptions.

* The heat generating level has higher elastic moduli

than the TRU. This could be due to deeper burial or more

extensive recrystallation of the rock salt since original

deposition. However, the effect of stiffer elastic moduli

on creep behavior has not been established. Apparently

creep behavior is independent of elastic moduli.

* The formation resistivity of the TRU horizon is higher

than that for heat generating level. This may be due to

several factors: fluid inclusions, clay (or magnesite)
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content, grain size, or simply more anhydrite in the heat

generating level.

" No distinction between the horizons is possible concerning

hydrous minerals or fluid inclusions from the neutron porosity

logs. For that matter the mean values of porosities as

determined by the compensated and sidewall tools are in

conflict. However, the range of porosity values is larger

for the TRU horizon, with several intervals of high porosity

indicated on both logs. This could be due to presence of

polyhalite in this horizon rather than fluid inclusions.

Additional microscopic work supplemented by chemical analyses

is required on cores before any of the tentative conclusions

given above can be confirmed.

* Physical testing of cores has indicated a significant

difference in creep behavior of the rock salt between the two

levels. The creep rate is 2.7 times higher for rock salt

on the lower level than on the upper level (Hermann, et al

1980). There is nothing in the geophysical data to indicate

such a significant contrast; therefore, the conclusion is

that logging does not assist in predicting creep behavior.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DEPTH CORRECTION

AND THE ABILITY TO DETECT THIN SEAMS

The detection of thin seams of differing evaporite minerals

by geophysical methods depends on the spacing between the
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source and detector sensors in the logging tools used. As

previously mentioned, if the seam is less than the distance

then the signal tends to be a volumetric average of the

seam and the media in which it is encapsulated. Futhermore,

the depths of multiple logging runs need to be carefully

corrected if quantitative information is to be derived

concerning the properties of thin seams or beds. Judging

from the core lithology provided by Jones (1980) the bedded

evaporites penetrated by ERDA No. 9 seldom exceed 5 feet

for any single period of deposition. Frequently, anhydrite

or polyhalite occurs in beds thinner than 1 foot. Clay

seams, or partings, are even thinner, seldom exceeding

0.1 feet.

Plate 4 presents logging data for 20 parameters for which

accurate depth has been made. The data covers a 50 foot

depth interval from 2640 to 2690 feet. The information

displayed was taken from the original Dresser Atlas tapes,

hence realistic values of the parameters are given rather

than the three interger format used for Plates 2 and 3.

Geochemical data from cuttings and core photographic numbers

were omitted because they are not important to the discussion

that follows.

The 20 columns of data have been carefully corrected for

depth. The depths were adjusted on a "seamlet" of poly-

halite at 1670.8 feet, described in the lithology of the

core. Review of the 20 columns of data reveal the presence
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of the seamlet except for the caliper, magnesium and

sodium columns. That the seamlet does not appear on the

caliper log is of no consequence. The magnesium and

sodium contents were determined by neutron activation

simultaneously with determination of oxygen, i.e. by the

same logging tool. Hence if depth is corrected for the

oxygen data then the magnesium and sodium data should be

automatically corrected. The only exception would be

due to errors in digitizing the strip chart records.

Such an error may have occurred in this particular case

because the magnesium log placed the seamlet at 1671.5

and the sodium log at 1670.0 while all others recognized

the feature at 1671.0 feet once depth adjustments were

made.

The data on Plate 4 does show excellent agreement with

the core lithology in spite of the minor misalignment of

the magnesium and sodium logs. Of particular notice

is the claystone bed located between 1651.7 and 1651.9

feet. Although the bed is only 0.2 feet think it is well

recognized on the P-Wave (BHC), P-Wave (Sidewall), Porosity

(Sidewall) and Porosity (CNL) logs. Both resistivity

measurements also predict on anomalous condition except

that it predicts an abnormally thick horizon.

A thin bed of polyhalite (1.0 feet thick) is located just

below the seamlet of claystone described above. The

gamma radiation logs (API, CPM, and % Potassium) recognize
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the feature, excepting they recorded the presence of the bec

0.5 shallow. Further cross-examination of the digital Geo-

physical records and the core lithology is left: to e ed

The writer has concluded that depth corrected geophysical

logs are a reliable means to interpret lithology. In The

case of thin seams (those less than 1.0 feet) the logs

will indicate an anomaly but they will always reveal the

anomaly as weaker but thicker than the actual case.

Determining true character of a thin seam must depend on

core or actual excavation at that horizon.

STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF ROCK SALT BASED

ON GEOPHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS

The most significant test for uniformity of properties for

an interval selected for eventual mining is to determine

the statistical variance. Cross plotting (scatter diagrams)

is ideal for the purpose. Examples of the application of

this concept will now be given. Sonic transient times were

cross plotted against gamma ray for 4 different depth

intervals:

Figure 17 - 60 feet rock salt between Union and MB 123

Figure 18 - 80 feet rock salt between MB 124 and MB 126

Figure 19 - 90 feet rock salt between MB 137 and MB 139

Figure 20 - 90 feet rock salt below the Cowden Anhydrite

The data presented on the figures include the mean and

standard deviation for each of the parameters. Also
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shown are a large asterisk locating the mean point and

a rectangle t}-'ti represents one standard deviation in

both directions from the mean. A review of Figures 17

through 20 gives direct evidence that the most homogenous

rock salt interval was that shown on Figure 20.

Crcss-plotting of other parameters is worthwhile particularly

for important parameters such as density and porosity.

Anomalous points (seams) are readily evident on cross-plots.

If a particular point of depth has a number of anomalous

plottings then additional examination is called for in

order to fully characterize the property of the seam.
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TABLE 1.

Wireline Geophysical Logs Run in ERDA No. 9

7pe Purpose

Acoustic
Acoustic, VDL
Density
Neutron
Neutron, sidewall
Spectral gamma ray
Temperature
Caliper
Induction
Microlaterolog
Neutron lifetime
Cyclic activation
Inelastic neutron
Silicon-calcium
"Sonan"
Diplog
Fluid density
Sidewall acoustic
Sidewall, VDL
"Seisviewer"

Elastic velocity, P Wave
Elastic velocity, S Wave
Formation density
Hydrogen detection
Hydrogen detection
Uranium, thorium, potassium
Formation temperature
Hole size
Formation resistivity
Formation tesistivity

Calcium, oxygen, silicon,
hydrogen

Fluid entry
Dip of bedding planes
Drilling mud density
Elastic velocity, P wave
Elastic velocity, S wave
Hole damage, fractures

T-1
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TABLE 2.

Depth Correction for Logs

Record Is

Acoustic
Density
Sidewall acoustic, P wave
Sidewall acoustic, S wave
Induction
Gamma ray
Spectral gamma ray
Sidewall neutron
Compensated neutron
Neutron lifetime
Inelastic neutron
Silicon-calcium
Cyclic activation

Reference Depth
3 ft. shallow
1 ft. deep
Equal to reference
Equal to reference
3 ft. shallow
Equal to reference
2 ft. shallow
Equal to reference
2 ft. deep
Equal to reference
1 ft. shallow
2 ft. deep

Depth correction could not be determined for the microlaterolog,

fluid density, sidewall variable density (VDL), Sonan, temperature,

caliper and Seisviewer logs.

T- 2
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TABLE 3. Data Format, Dresser Atlas Tape No. 017483

LISTING OF TAPE NO._&17483

NO. OF HEADING =
STARTING DEPTH=

22,RECORD LENGTH=132, 80CBPI,EBCDIC
73.030 ENDING DEPIH= 2890.000 LEVEL SPACE =

CURVE NO.
CURVE NO._
CURVE NO.
CURVE NO.
CURVE NO.

'CURVE NO.
CURVE NO.

1 CURVE NO.
"CURVE NO.

1 IS THE GAMMA RAY
2 IS THE CALIPER
3 IS THE RESISTIVITY
4 IS THE SHALLOW LL
5 IS THE DEEP LL
6 IS THE S
7 IS THE SHALLOW FOC
8 IS THE MEDIUM INDI
9 IS THE DEEP INDLO

FROM THE DENSILOG 200-2891
FROM THE CALIPER LOG 2C0-2890
FROM THE MICRO LL 200-2890
FROM THE DUAL LL 200-1070
FROM THE DUAL LL 200-1070
FROM THE DIFL 200- 500

LOG FROM THE DIFL 70- 50C & 1040-2890
LOG FROM THE DIFL 70- 500 & 1040-2899
G FROM THE DIFL 70- 500 & 1040-2890

FORMAT(10F8.2,52X)TWO READINGS PER FOOT

SAANDIA LAB.
7 RDA NO. 9 A H E

STRATAGRAPHIC TEST
"EDDY COUNTY NEW MEXICO

3y

DEPTH GR
1773.50 43.74
1774.00 44.94
1774.50 53.54
1775.30 59.61
1775.50 67.98-
1776.00 91.72
1 776.5) 10G1.35
1777.00 130.45
1777.50 140.05
1778.00 142.69
1778.50 53.51
1779.00 40.54
1779.50 35.98
1780.00 26.54
1780.50 21.12
1781.00 18.9:

CAL
10.33
10.36
10.35
10.32

1'.27
10.26
10.25
1C.23-
10.21
15.19--

10.16
10.16
10.18
10.21
10.23

RXO
727.92
721.08
t1 4.24i
707.4)
7 1 . 6 9
695.87
691.3 6
636.07
680 .60
675.13
67 4.19
732.13
745.57
797.17
870.42-

795.69

S/LL D/LL SP SFL MIL DIL
0.00 524.73 0.00 0.0) 741.83 486.47
0.00 -50-8.40- - 0-.00 0 .0l 707.47 497.50
C.0 - 463.33 .05 O0.00 675.38 463.0O
0.00 385.52 0.00 0.00 643.45 383.17
0.00 329.15 0.00 0.01) 561.18 288.16
0.00 264.26 0.00 0.0' 451.76 225.25
0.00 167.4 3 0.0'0 0.00 311.74 174.17

0.00 150.61 0.00 0.00 261.40 146.83
0.00 137.86 0.00 0.00 213.25 131.62
-.O0 128.38 0.00 0.03 155.39 121.94
0.00 125.79 0.00 0.0 -115.31 123.23
0.00 125.77 0.00 0.00 124.30 120.55
C.00 143.66 U.D J.03 17?.52 132.33
0.00 169.07 0.00 0.00 215.82 155.19
0.00 207.37 0.00 0.00 292.02 161.09
0.00 369.80 0.00 q.00 368.48 549.06

0.530



TABLE 4. Data Format, Dresser Atlas Tape No. 017484

LISTING OF TAPE NO. 017484

NO. OF HEADING = 31,RECORD LENGTH=132, 800BPI,EBCOIC
STARTING OEPTH= 1.020_ENIING DEPTH 3000.000 LEVEL SPACE -0.500

6 CURVE .NUMBEF_ 1 NEUTRON LIFETIME _ ( NLL)
CURVE NUMBER 2 SIDEWALL NEUTRON (SWN)

S-CURVENUMBEK 3 POTASSIUM___ (K)
CURVE NUMBER 4 COMPENSATED NEUTRON (CN)

1 CURVE IU14 ER 5 BHC ACOUSTILOG (AC)
CURVE NUMBER 6 SIDEWALL ACOUSTILOG (SWAC)

1 CURVE NUMBER 7 COMPENSATEDDENSILOG (DEN)
" CURVE NUMBER 8 GAMMA RAY (GR)
" CURVE NUMBER 9 CALIPER _ (CAL)__
t5 CURVE NUMBER 10 SHEAR WAVE EDITED (SS)

CURVE NUMBER 11 TOTAL COUNTS (CPM)

FROM NLL
FROM SWt LOG
FROM SPECTR ALOG
FROM CN-LCG
FROMBHC/ACL
FROM SW/ACL-
FROM CDL
FROM CDL
FFOM CALIPER LOG
FFO'N SW/ACL
FROM SPECTRALOG

800-2890
1040-2890

0- 2 890
1130-2890
1040-2890
1040-2890
1040-2890
1040-2890
1040-2890
1100-2890

0-2890
,7

9 _PRIM.ARY SCALES- __NFL_(46-6),__SWN(30--1O,_K(026.4),
19 SWAC(100-40), DEN(2-3), GR(0-100),

__ - -CP-(0-30000) -

CN(30--10), AC(100-40),
CAL(0-20), SS(140-B0),

" FCRMAT (iX,11F7.2,F9.2,45X) TWO READINGS PER FOOT
23

'COMPANY SANDIA LAB
SWELL_ ERDA NO. 9

'FIELD STRATIGRAPHIC TEST
'COUNTY EDDY 4 _____

" 'STATE NEW MEXICO
30 444444444444e444444s4444#4#444ss44

DEPTH _ NLL _-S WN K C N AC SWAC 0 EN CAL SS CPM

1765.50 42.60 3.81
1766.00 _-40.66 4.95
1766.50 40.00 6.17
1767. 0 0- 45."08J7. 39-
1767.50 41.34 6.12

14 1768.00 42._36 5.55

3.44
4.48
6.86
8.83
9.95
9.67

-4.80 67.37
-4.46 67.18
-2.79 66.78
-1.61 66.32

3.11 64.58
7.17 63.56

66.96
66.94
65.79
64.72
64.31
63.97

2.21
2.47
2.40
2.31
2. 23
2.14

126.32
87.64
72.16
53 .05
33.94
23.17

10.29 120.23
10.29 120.62
10.28 120.29
10.27 119.41
10.26 118.13
10.24 113.90

2531.34
2913.03
4931. 62

11143.60
15575.25
21940. 82

71

n

1R
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TABLE 5. Data Format, Dresser Atlas Tape No. 018516

LISTING OF TAPE NO. 'i6516

NO. OF TFTMa G =
STARTING tPTH=

96,RFCO'fT LENGTH=132, 800BP1,EBCD1C
0.001 ENDING !EPTH=_3000.000 ILFVEL SPACE = 0.500

6 CUQVF NL?1EIF
CURVE NL Er
CU' VE NLM9ER 3
9 URVE tM1PR
CURVE NUMBER 5
CURVE NLMRE f

17 CURVE NL1eER 7

SILICON
CALC!U9
TNELASTIC NEUTRON
FLUIt) OENSIrT
SODIUM
SILICON
OXYGEN

(SI)
(CA)
(INEL)
tFf)
(PIA)
( !L)
(OXY)_

FROM SILICON LO _ __

FROM CALCIUM LOG-
FROM INELASTIC LOG
FPOM FLUID O NSILOG
FROM CYCLIC S+CT IV ATIO N
FROM CYCLIC ACTIVATION
FROM CYCLICACTIVATION

LOG
LOG
LOG

780-2890
78 0-2890
7A0-2830

0-2890
95 0-2 89 0
950-2890
950-2890

RIMAY .SCALESSI (O010 00 ), CA( 0-10""C0) , INEL (0 -C0CI) , FD(1. 25-.25),
NAR-5O001, SILi'9-000), OXY(!-6000)

FORMAT (1),-F1O.2, 51X) TWO FOADINGS PER FOOT

COMPANYN_ SANrIA LAB__

" WELL ERDM NO. 9
FIELO STPATIGRAPHIC TEST

21 * ON EDDY.
S1TATE__ NEW C * SIL actually is MG

3eSTA F N W M X C b s f 4 4F V 4O* *f* + .4Lss.4=4 s -------- --- ------ --

OFPTH CA FO A SIL

1767."'C 996p.*8 25607.57 ggg5f.11 0.80 6365.19 4961.81 11430.23
176'.50 9942.37 26101.06 37216. 5- --,8-&- -6199.69 4888.78 11494.76
17EP.00 9933.99 25348.59 35376.68 0.8r 6522.96 4714.72 10519.62
176e.51'__ 96"3.21 2565%.14 36582.?3 0.79_62T1O.3_ 4640.02 1l532.'3
1760.00 11519.64 26020.31 38389.30 0.80 6572.36 4387.35 13320.72
1769.50 10377.68 26470.11 43456.32 0.80 6667.39 4122.51 18500.87
177C.Ct 10628.17 27099.55 46139.54 0.80 6513.22 3833.62 20445.50
1770.5C 1_998.37 27657.73 4873t.59 0.80 650A.23 4127.e4_ 21413.A4
1771.00 11246.37 28338.16 51868.40 0.80 6536.30 4294.31 L6877.e1
177i.5r_ 11781.01 27338.06 52c75.13 0.81 6170.68 4 421.62 17753.29

1-
1l
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TABLE 6. Geochemical Data File for Cuttings

*

- S0lIUM .L FOTASSIUI' STRONTIUM JITHIUII SULFATE CHLORIDE. WTR SOL WTR INSOL
10 n .s1 - 1 6 -~ ~ - f ~ ~ --5.s - T .-- -- --~~-~~~ ------ -~- - ----7 ~. ~ -' -- ~~ ~13 73 519C1.1 -- 3 3 5 4. 7. 0.0 0 1214 8. 55575 -.1607

10 85. _ 2d-559. 4737. 36. 0.G 12935. 432188. 36. 2831E1.
1095. 333417. 5918. 65. 0.0 20122. 509094. 7332. 1972 E9.
1C. 316196. 51i6. 36. 0.70 24166. 517982. 3. 122159.
1115. 317!14. 4671. 53. 0.00 17007. 510342. 24614. 113108.

- -- 1123. 309744.. 3231. 48. 0.03 13745. 494952. 38185. 131391.
1135 248469. 10117. 45. 0.09 47820. 404649. 20647. 248934.
1145. 315C'49. 2871. 54. 0.0- 16749. 523958. 46655. 90956.
1155. 314S96. 67@5. id. 0.0 35201. 538835. 0. 122065.
1165. 283603. 1C236. 78. 0.03 48691. 468065. 28132. 139955.
1175. 30744C. 12178. 88. 0.00 48292. 467868. 48633. 93141.

-- - 1185. - 337539. c2_8_5. 8._ 0.00 _42696. 513574. 29938. 78862.

1195. 3 03 e6 . 4758. 64. O.OJ 12874. 511105. 28163. 121921.
-1205.--3191-.- 7096. 54._ 0.00 23506. '511044. 36G06. 89558.
1215. 319011. 7078. 54. 0.00 22889. 523916. 16174. 97878.
1225. 319164. 4748. 54. 0.00 11171. 538330. 19335. 36458.
1235. 319808. 4757. 54. 3.00 11753. 539416. 28085. 862[4.

n_.- 124- 319731 , 60 5._ 54_. 9_.9_0 22101_. 510911._ 32859. 96359_.
1255. 307612. 6092. 6'a. 0.00 1817?. 503605. 66152. 96072.

-1265. -_-334779. -6T9E. 54. 0 .00 19589. 553641. 0. 17609.
1275 33 292 649 . - --------- 4 --- ------ *}----Depth -1275. 331282. 6492. 64. 0.00 1929?. 553276. 1865. 74911.

1285. 279636. 6292. T8. 0.00 18456. 475202. 36646. 164966.
1295. 310E56. 7193. 54. 0.00 18182. 517932. 15453. 115688.

" 1305. 31446. 6691. 54- 0.00 - 18193 5253_51. 0. _ 128324.
1315. 328577. 6985. 54. 0.G0 20396. 552757.. 0. 92213.
1325. 320157. 6984. 32. 0.00 18996. 538491. 2612. 97344.

X Q f N fROHINF FLUORIDF IODINE NITRATE CESIUM RU8IOIUM CALCIUM' MAGN SIU
13 18. 41.

1.-- -1-155. -
1095. 42.
ts05. 32.
1115. 36.

I. . ,---J.Z5---------19.
1135. 53.

'------ ll45------ -19,
1155. 20.

, 1161. Tu.

1175. 3G.
S ---- 1185---------1

1195. 4c.
-------- 1G 5. --------- 28.

1215. 40.
1225, 28.
1235. 28.

----- 1245. --------- 1
1255. 44.

-- -- 125..---------
1275. 28.
1285. 26.
1255. 136.
1315. 24.
1315. 28.
1325. 299.
13 35. 24.
13 4 . ?4.

9.J
3.3
J.3

0,3
'0.0

, 3.

J.3

J.3

0 .0
d

J.3

J .u0.0

C.K

4.6

10.0
0.0

, 90
0.0

0.0

5.4
00

0.0
0.0
0.0

---- _ -0
0.0

0.0
3.0
0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

3.J

0.0

.0
0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.00,0
0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

.0
0.0

c.0
9.3
0.00

58.

0.
0.
0.
3.

10.
7.

23.
0.

0.

20.

40-120

20.
9

10.

20.
2'.

10.
10.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
a.
1-9

0.0
3.0
0.0
0.0
3.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

0-0
0.0
0.J

0.0
0.0

0.0
3.0

__ 7._1

J.0 0.C 3.0 20. 0. 0.0

-.. '- -.-- -.- -1 ). 3.0

1!053.
16010.
1+004.
12804.
13174.
6679.
13159.
11366.
16772.
17176.
193 67.
16375.

73971.

----- K 95
90 72.
77e0.
7396.
9492.
9689.

13894.
l38P87.
16379.

10896.

12371.

1822.
3275.
2717.
2885.
2611.
1936.
61S 5.
2293.
3554.
3994.
3993.
3555.
3798.
3798.
3788.
2892.
2499.
2358.
2497.
1879.

2297.
2298.
1879.

2694.
11-5----~-897,
11793. 3258.

-
0I

-~ ~-

_

_

__

_

________

__-----

'

_
-

_-__.__

______

_

-

_

_

.. _ __-- --



TABLE 7.

Typical Digital Log Values for Four Rock Types

Density, g/cc

Acoustic,
Micsec/ft.

Sidewall Acoustic,
micsec/ft

Shear Wave
micsec/ft

Induction,
medium, ohm-m

Induction,

deep, ohm-m

Gamma, API

Gamma CPM

Potassium, %

Sidewall
Porosity, %

Porosity, %

Neutron Lifetime
E units

Inelastic
Neutron CPM

Calcium, CPM

Silicon, CPM

Sodium (Si), COM

Magnesium (Na),
CPM

Anhydrite

2.9

55

54

102

<100

<100

15

1000

0.5

2.0

>0.0

25

25000

>30000

>10000

3000

Halite

2.1

69

68

120

1200

1200

10

500

0.5

1.3

-5.8

>45

54000

23000

9500

5800

7000 8500

Oxygen, CPM >35000 8200

(ND) - Not determinable because only thin
are present in ERDA No. 9.

Mudstone

>2.2

>100

ND

ND

100

100

>50

ND

ND

ND

>20

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

beds

Polyhalite

2.8

58

58

ND

>100

>100

180

>15000

>10

>10

>15

25

Same as
Anyhdrite

if

of clay (shale)
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TABLE 8.

Symbolic Reference for Lithology

Anhydrite

/
/
/
/
/

+
+
+
+
+

Halite

Clay

/
/
/
/
/

+
+
+
+
+

/
/

/
/

/

+
+
+
+

+

/
/
/
/
/

+
+
+
+
+

/
/
/
/
/

+
+
+

+
+

/
/

/
/

/

/
/

/
/

/

Polyhal ite

*

*

*

*

*

Anhydrite-Halite

Hal ite-Anhydrite

Halite-Clay

Clay-Halite

/
/
/
/
/

+
+

+
+

+

+
+
+
+

*

*

*

*

*

+
+
+
+
+

/
/
/
/
/

*

*

*
*

*

/
/
/
/
/

+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

*

*

*

*

*

+
+
+
+
+

/
/

/
/
/

*

*

*

*

*

/
/
/
/
/

+
+
+
+
+

+
+

+
+

+

*

*

*

*

*

+
+
+

+
+

*

*

*

*

*

/
/

/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/

*

*

*

*

*

/
/

/
/
/

*

*

*

*

*

+
+

+
+

+

/
/
/
/
/

*

*

*

*

*

+
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TABLE 9.

Range of Values For 12 Log Parameters Used

To Select High Purity Rock Salt

Acoustic, micsec/ft

Sidewall Acoustic,
micsec/ft

Density, g/cc

Potassium, %

Gamma Ray, cpm

Neutron Porosity, %

Sidewall Neutron
Porosity, %

Deep Resistivity,
ohm-m

Neutron Lifetime,
Z Units

Inelastic Neutron
(2.2 Mev) cpm

Calcium (5.08-6.44 Mev),
cpm

Oxygen (4.92-6.21 Mev),
cpm

Absolute Value

Low High

67 70

65

2.05

70

2.15

1.6

1500

-5

3 Interger Value

Low High

67 70

65

205

2.0

500

40

51000

- 500

- 400

- 510

27000

10000

T- 9

70

215

16

-50

20

27

100



TABLE 10. Intervals Selected from 12 Geophysical Logs

SIDEWALL
Arriq'TIC ArnISTrC DWNSTY

SPECTRAL GAMMA
K-4o TOTAL

SIDEWALL
NEUTRON NEUTRON

NEUTRON
INDUCTION LIFETIME

INELASTIC SILICON CYCLIC
NEUTRON CALCIUM ACTIVATE

- - 1560-1605 - -

- - 1670-1730 - -

- - 1817- - -

- - -1863 - -

i- ---

- - - 1979- 1979-

- - 2008-2043 -2010 -2020

- - 2076-2118 - -

- - - 2123-2167 2125-2178

2260-2317 - 2258-2318 - -

2328-2376 2337-2376 - -

2392-2437 2382-2438 2399-2437 - -

- - - 2451- 2459-2495

2506-2538 2505-2539 2507-2539 -2560 2505-2549

2564-2597 2563-2594 - 2562- -

2621-2730 2601-2730 2622-2693 - 2622-2735

- - - -2887 -

- -- -

- - - - -

m 109

M 112

P 115
V7CA TIS'

M 117
WIN

" 9 123
" 9 124

19 126
M 129

M 131

13 133

" 9 135

19 136
" 9 137

9M 138

19 139

19 140
2265-2305

1 141
2394-2437

M1142
2394-2437

M1143
M144

2506-2539

COrN

2620-2707

-FM =

y

0

A{,.W. A &%- A-L V~W1. L 1V ~Ll l11 1 i -7 V

- 1219-1256 - - -

- - 1258-1317 - - -

- - 1395-1432 - - -

- - 1576-1608 - - 1578-1630

- - 1806-1838 - - -

- - 1840-1885 - - -

- - 1888-1928 - - -

- - 2004-2041 - - -

- - - - 2081-2127 -

- - 2160- 2144-2174 2132-2179 -

- - -2241 2182-2237 - 2207-2238

2260-2317 2265-2318 2250-2318 2253-2315 2254-2325 2254-2314

2333-2389 2343-2387 - - 2329-2377 2331-2370

2393-2437 2395-2430 2390-2448 2393-2435 2385-2450 2392-2435

2452-2498 - 2455-2490 2456-2497 -

2500-2550 2504-2544 - 2502-2536 2503-2537 -

- - 2562-2594 - 2564-2597 -

2620-2732 2623-2730 2619-2672 2620-2728 2600-2732 2620-2681

_

-



TABLE 11.

Intervals Having A Preference Index Of 5 Or More

Interval
(feet)

2623-2672

2507-2537

2394-2430

2265-2305

2343-2370

2564-2594

2459-2490

2144-2167

Thickness
(feet)

49

30

36

40

27*

30

31

23*

Preference
Index

12

10

10

9

6

5

5

5

Stratigraphic Position
(Marker bed above and below)

Infra Cowden (Lower)

MB 144-Cowden

MB 142-MB 143

MB 140-MB 141

MB 141-MB 142

Infra Cowden (Upper)

MB 143-MB 144

MB 138-MB 139

* Fails 30 foot minimum thickness criteria

T-11



TABLE 12.

Comparison of Geophysical Parameters of The TRU

Horizon and A Tentative Horizon for Heat Generating Waste

Depth, Interval, Feet
Log Parameter

Density
Youngs Modulus
Bulk Modulus
Shear Modulus
Poisson Ratio
P-Wave (BHC)
P-Wave (SWAC)
S-Wave

N Resistivity, Medium
Resistivity, Deep
Gamma Ray (API)
Gamma Ray (CPM)
Potassium
Porosity, sidewall
Porosity (CNL)
Neutron Lifetime
Inelastic Neutron
Calcium
Silicon
Sodium
Magnesium
Oxygen

Units

g/cc
psi x 106
psi x 106
psi x 106

micsec/ ft
micsec/ft
micsec/ft
ohm-m
ohm-m
API units
cpm

% 3 
3

10 3 /cm3

cpm x 103
cpm x 103
cpm x 103
cpm x 103
cpm x 103
com x 103

Range

2.08-2.11
4.34-5.26
2.85-3.34
1.70-2.16
0.213-0.276
69-73
68.71
114-129
420-1780
930-1880
10-14
538-1195
0.5-1.0
1.8-2.9
-3.4- -5.6
43.5-46.6
51-54
21-26
8.5-11.3
6.2-7.1
7.9-9.2
6.0-9.4

TRU HORIZON
2162-2174

Mean Std. Dev.

2.10
4.82
3.06
1.95
0.237
70.5
69.2
120
1140
1520
12
861
0.78
2.2
-4.7
46.0
52.5
23.7
9.86
6.59
8.55
7.82

0.008
0.264
0.141
0.132
0.019
1.24
1.11
4.09
448
255
1.4
183
0.17
0.30
0.58
1.02
0.568
1.37
0.80
0.25
0.35
0.96

HEAT GEN. HORIZON
2623-2672

Range Mean Std. Dev.

2.11-2.14
4.56-5.08
3.10-3.60
1.76-2.04
0.238-0.289
69-69
67-70
118-127
810-1960
570-1860
6-11
322-1250
0.3-0.7
1.3-1.8
-5.8- -6.0
40.0-47.1
53.7-54.4
21-26
8.4-10.5
5.1-6.3
7.7-9.1
6.8-9.6

2.12
4.94
3.33
9.97
0.257
69
67.7
120
1210
1220
9.0
751
0.52
1.3
-5.8
44.7
53.6
23.4
9.5
5.8
8.4
8.2

0.001
0.09
0.08
0.05
0.03
0.0
0.74
1.6
314
340
1.3
187
0.10
0.33
0.084
1.72
0.48
2.24
0.55
0.28
0.29
0.56
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Reinhard Kraemer
Kernforschung Karlsruhe
Postfach 3640
7500 Karlsruhe
Federal Republic of Germany

Michael Langer
Bundesanstalt fur Geowissenschaften
und Rohstoffe

Postfach 510 153
3000 Hannover 51
Federal Republic of Germany

Klaus Eckart Maass
Hahn-Meitner-Institut fur Kernforschung
Glienicker Strasse 100
1000 Berlin 39
Federal Republic of Germany

Rolf-Peter Randl
Bundesministerium fur Forschung und
Technologie

Postfach 200 706
5300 Bonn 2
Federal Republic of Germany

Helmut Rothemeyer
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt
Bundesanstalt 100, 3300 Braunschweig
Federal Republic of Germany

D'Appolonia Consulting Engineers, Inc.
2350 Alamo, SE
Suite 103
Albuquerque, NM 87106

A. K. Kuhn

Fenix & Scisson, Inc.
401 N. Canal
Carlsbad, NM 88220
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C. S. Fore
Ecological Sciences Information Center
Oak Ridge National Laboratory - Bldg. 2001
P. 0. Box X
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

D. E. Maxwell
Science Applications, Inc.
2450 Washington Avenue, Suite 120
San Leandro, CA 94577

U.S. Army Engineers
Waterways Experiment Station
P. 0. Box 631
Vicksburg, MS 39180

J. Boa

U.S. Geological Survey
Special Projects
MS954, Box 25046
Denver Federal Center
Denver, CO 80255

C. Jones

U.S. Geological Survey
P. 0. Box 26659
Albuquerque, NM 87125

J. Mercer

University of New Mexico
Geology Department
Albuquerque, NM 87131

D. G. Brookins

Woodward-Clyde Consultants
Library Western Region
3 Embarcadero Center, Suite 700
San Francisco, CA 94111

Anne T. Harrigan, Librarian

George Griswold, President (10)
Tecolote Corporation
531 Wagontrain, SE
Albuquerque, NM 87123

V. C. McWhirter (10)
Dresser Atlas Division
Dresser Atlas Industries
P. 0. Box 1407

Houston, TX 77001
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Sandia Internal
1133 R. D. Statler
3141 T. L. Werner (5)
3151 W. L. Gainer, For: DOE/TIC (Unlimited Release) (3)
3154-3 J. Hernandez, For: DOE/TIC (25)
4510 W. D. Weart
4511 D. W. Powers
4511 L. J. Barrows
4511 D. D. Gonzalez
4511. S. J. Lambert
4512 T. 0. Hunter (10)
4512 C. L. Christensen
4512 R. V. Matalucci
4512 M. A. Molecke
4512 D. E. Munson
4541 L. W. Scully
4542 Sandia WIPP Central Files (TSI) (2)
5532 B. M. Butcher
8266 E. A. Aas (1)
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